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ADULTS,  
LISTEN UP!

THE 5 STRATEGIES  
FOR ENGAGING THE NEXT  

GENERATION IN SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT

at the Children’s Climate Summit, participants aged 11-16 from Malmö, 
Bristol, Brussels and Copenhagen, gather to tell city mayors and other 

decision makers their thoughts on youth involvement in future european 
green Capitals. they are Climate ambassadors, trained to become active 

citizens, taking part in creating a sustainable future. 

the Children’s Climate Summit is held within the Öresundsklassrummet 
project. using various activities, Öresundsklassrummet inspires children, 
youths, teachers, head masters, civil servants and politicians to work for a 

sustainable future. 

During the Children’s Climate Summit 2014, the Climate ambassadors 
have created 5 strategies on how to ensure that the next generations are 

motivated and capable of taking part in a sustainable future.  
the outline of the strategies was first articulated and tested locally in 
the four cities and then re-developed into this shared proposal in the 

collaborative working sessions of the first day of the summit. 

Enjoy!
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CLImATE ChANgE ShoULD  
bE INTEgrATED INTo ThE  

EDUCATIoN SySTEm

LET’S STArT IN oUr owN CLASSroomS

we propose to integrate climate change and 
sustainability into the curriculum of the schools 
broadly.  

we want to start in our own classroom, then 
spread it to our whole school and finally the local 
schools in our community. By doing this, we will 
get experience and we will experiment with these 
schools until we have found out what can make it 
successful. 

with these experiences as a platform, we will go to 
the minister of education and show that enforcing 
climate change into schools can be a success, and 
that we would like to do it nationally.

SUSTAINAbILITy AS SECoND NATUrE

everybody goes through the education system, so 
we might as well learn how to take care of the cli-
mate, because it is very important that we educate 
this generation and the next to come. we don’t 
really have a choice since climate change will be a 
factor in our lives no matter what, so it’s important 
that we learn it early. we will have more knowledge, 
and it will become second nature. and we will 
become more qualified when entering some of the 
higher educations. 

how To ChANgE A SChooL

to really learn about climate changes and how to 
create a more sustainable future, the integration 
needs to happen at all levels and in all subjects. 
this means that the whole school needs to be part 
of the change. we have developed the following 
points on how to go about integrating sustainabili-
ty and climate change into schools. 

· a start would be to engage the principals, so 
that the integration of climate curriculum is 
supported by leadership.

· at least one teacher at each of the schools 
should be responsible for teaching climate 
change.

· it is important that the teacher is someone, 
who wants to teach students about climate 
changes. the motivation of the teacher is 
reflected in the teachings, and will be crucial 
to how much is learned and how much the 
students will become motivated to take part in 
a sustainable future. 

· Students should take it seriously, but have fun 
in the meantime.

· a presentation for all the students when start-
ing the climate curriculum integration would 
help everyone understand what it’s really 
about.

we have no choice whether to go to school or not, so it shouldn’t be a 
choice of caring about climate changes and it shouldn’t matter what 

ability you have or what age you are.

HOw CAN yOu HElP GET ClImATE CHANGE 
INTO EvERy ClASS IN THE SCHOOlS?



wOuld yOu fIGHT TO GET THE RESOuRCES NEEdEd TO 
EduCATE yOuTH AmbASSAdORS IN yOuR COuNTRy/

CITy?

yoUTh  
AmbASSADorS

LoUD AND CLEAr

we would like to help the younger generation to 
take action and be heard, as their opinions are 
different from the adult perspective. in order for us 
to be taken seriously, we want an official role within 
the community and clear outlines for our respon-
sibilities. 

the role of youth ambassador is important, as we 
want to show that young people are appreciated 
and can offer a different and valuable perspective 
to decision making in society. 

we, as young people, want to be equipped with 
the ability to influence the younger generation, 
and want weight in our words when it concerns 
decisions that affect our lives. 

DrESSED for SUCCESS

the youth ambassadors can offer their voices in 
both youth-to-youth and youth-to-adult meetings. 
this can be achieved by allowing the younger gen-
eration to give speeches to politicians and have 
their voices heard. they can give ideas to solutions 
for real life problems to other youths and children 
at school visits.

all youth ambassadors must receive an introduc-
tion to the role to gain a good understanding of 
how to be a youth ambassador in practice. 

they must be able to speak in a language accessi-
ble to young people. 

we want to be taken seriously and want to influence the younger 
generation by becoming youth ambassadors.



EvEryboDy CAN 
bE A roLE moDEL

we need to make grown-ups understand that what they do reflect  
on the younger people in society today.

wHAT dO yOu dO, TO bE A GOOd  
ROlE mOdEl?

roLE moDEL = rESPoNSIbILITy

a role model is someone who you look up to re-
gardless of age, gender and race. anybody can be 
a role model, and it doesn’t make a difference who 
you are, as long as the intentions are right. People 
can look up to knowledge or simply good behav-
ior, therefore everybody has a responsibility as a 
potential role model, because your actions might 
reflect on others. 

Being a role model is an important thing because 
it can help other people who look up to you. it will 
also help others succeed. young people listen to 
the people they care about. Being a role model can 
accomplish helping others. 

ThE gAP

as climate change is showing us, there is a gap 
between how grown-ups act now, and what is 
sustainable behavior that is good for the younger 
generations to model after. 

therefore we call for a need to inform people about 
their position as role models. this includes inform-
ing parents, politicians, teachers - all adults.



moTIvATIoN  
To ACT

INvITE US To PArTICIPATE  
IN A brIghTEr fUTUrE

in order to empower the youth to take part in a 
sustainable development, we want the message of 
climate change to be one of hope instead of one of 
doom. also, it requires that children and youths be 
invited to be part of creating change.

one concrete idea is to create a competition of 
which youths have to come up with an environ-
mental solution to be able to enter. there should 
be many competitions to interest larger groups of 
youths; this will mean that more ideas from youths 
will be available.

on a larger scale it would be good to create youth 
organizations; enabling them to participate so that 
ideas can be created to benefit the environment. 
young people want to work together. 

PArTICIPATIoN oN oUr owN TErmS

to reach young audiences social media such as 
facebook, twitter, youtube and instagram are the 
best to use. you can motivate people by creating 
an aPP. this would make it fun to learn and get 
involved. By making it fun and engaging the sus-
tainable actions will give hope. 

By showing youths that you take us seriously, we 
feel we are part of society. that society is also ours 
and we are part of it. it would make it important to 
care for one’s city just like one would care for one’s 
house. you wouldn’t want your house to be dirty, so 
keep the city clean as well.

the motivation to act is about how to learn, have fun and get involved.  

HOw CAN wE INTEREST yOuTHS TO wANT TO bE  
INvOlvEd IN CREATING ENvIRONmENTAl SOluTIONS?



orgANIC AND  
LoCAL fooD

UNEqUAL ACCESS To SUSTAINAbLE fooDS

Since all organic food is very expensive, we should 
make it cheaper so more people would buy it. not 
all people can afford organic food, and we think 
that it is sad that people who don’t have much 
money are not able to buy it, because it is healthier. 
Public institutions should use locally grown food 
to decrease pollution from long, unnecessary 
transport.

organic food is healthier to us and better for our 
earth, because it is not sprayed with chemicals. 
Producing organic food does not harm anyone and 
tastes better. More stores should have organ-
ic food; and by making non-organic food more 
expensive more people would buy organic food, 
making it cheaper in the long run.

there is less transportation involved when eating 
locally grown food. when you transport less, you 
decrease pollution and Co2 emissions, which is 
better for the environment, both locally and glob-
ally. it is important, because the environment is af-
fected by unnecessary emissions. there is no need 
to buy apples from the other side of the planet.

hELPINg To PromoTE SUSTAINAbLE ChoICES

like organic food is labeled “organic”, non-organ-
ic food should be labeled “contains pesticides”. 
additionally, there should be a label on fruit and 
vegetables with information about what chemicals 
the food is treated with. 

there should be campaigns about why you should 
buy organic food and not non-organic food, so 
people can make an informed choice when they 
purchase food. too many people do not know how 
non-organic food is produced.

Public institutions should use locally grown pro-
duce of the season. Suppliers to public institutions 
must follow certain guidelines in relation to where 
the product comes from and whether it is a sea-
sonal product.

everyday, all of us need food in order to live. organic and locally grown 
foods can have a huge impact in decreasing pollution and Co2 emissions. 

Public institutions should take the lead.

HOw CAN ORGANIC ANd lOCAlly GROwN fOOd  
bECOmE mORE ACCESSIblE TO mORE PEOPlE? HOw 
wIll ORGANIC ANd lOCAlly GROwN fOOd bE THE  

PREfERREd CHOICE fOR PEOPlE?



ThE mISSINg 
CrITErIoN

mALmo 

we are children from Malmo and right next door we 
are holding the Children’s Climate Summit.
Because we can see that something is missing.

at the united nations earth Summit, 12 year old 
Severn Suzuki walked up on the stage in rio de 
Janeiro and made the leaders of the world listen. 
last week she turned 35. She is now married and 
has two kids. a generation has come and gone, but 
what has changed? 

the climate has changed. 

· Since Severn Suzuki was born, earth has not 
had one month below average temperatures – 
not even one

· the ice on greenland now melts 6 times faster 
than it did just 10 years ago

when Severn Suzuki spoke a generation ago, 
climate change was new to many and so was sus-
tainable development. now we know that climate 
change will not be something for you to check off 
and move on to the next item on your to-do list. we 
can’t allow ourselves to be set back when it comes 
to the work of the next generation.

the floods have already reached our shores. in 
india, numerous homes and villages have been 

swept away. in Zambia, they are forced to consider 
floating schools and in Bangladesh school boats 
are already a harsh reality. in the Pacific, islands 
are about to disappear entirely and populations 
will become climate refugees in other countries. 

Something is missing: it might be action.

brUSSELS 

we are children from Brussels and we are partici-
pating in the Children’s Climate Summit.
Because we cannot see how you can possible 
deliver that action we need.

Climate change will demand our focused attention 
for the next generation – and the next – and the 
next.

· the big cities spoke loud and clear  
when the national governments  
remained silent, 

· But where is the action form the  
european union? 

· we are the next generation and we will take 
over when you are gone, but will  
we be ready? 

will we be able to maintain the work that has al-
ready been done? and move towards even further 

progress? Do we have what it takes to take climate 
action to the next level? it is all on the line when we 
go from this generation to the next.

So much remains to be done – to even keep status 
quo.  So much could be done.

the environmental effects of climate change are 
here – right now. 

· But it Can be fun to work together across gen-
erations 

· it Can be engaging if it is explained  
in understandable words 

· and your generation Can still act as  
role models 

· time is running out, but you still have  
a window of opportunity

yes, something is missing: it might be the link to 
the future.

CoPENhAgEN

we are children from Copenhagen and across the 
world we – the children – agree: Something impor-
tant is missing when selecting the next european 
green Capital. that is what we will be discussing at 
the Children’s Climate Summit.

why are there no young people on the jury for the 
european green Capital award?
why are there no formal networks for young people 
to discuss climate change in europe’s green 
capitals?
engaging the next generation is not even a criteri-
on when deciding the next european green Capital 
– and it should be.

· the next generation – our generation – is the 
one who will suffer the most

· we are the ones who will have to clean up the 
mess you leave behind

· and we are the ones who should be equipped 
to take over where you left off

it should not be hard to understand. and it will not 
be hard to do. in fact, we have done it for you.

· we are ready for jury duty right now

· we have already established a network of 
young global climate ambassadors

· we have just published a report about how to 
engage the next generation

· we already did the strategic work and wrote 
the criterion for you – it is ready  
to be implemented

tomorrow at the Children’s Climate Summit we will 
do an open session in this very building to present 
our ideas and discuss how best to involve the next 
generation as part of european green Capitals. 
Come along if you can see that something is 
missing. 

Because what is missing – is right in front of you.

brISToL 

we are children from Bristol and we cannot wait 
any longer. 

our world is falling apart. you have the means to 
make it better and you have the means to make us 
part of the solution.  that is what we will be talking 
about at the Children’s Climate Summit.

Sustainable development is not just about men in 
suits and ties – it is about involving everybody from 
all backgrounds, all walks of life and all age groups. 
we will be the future leaders and we need to be 
able to change the world for the better. we might 
not have made the mess we are in – but it is time 
we turn it around because we are the ones who will 
be held responsible for the future of this planet.

in 1992 Severn Suzuki spoke in rio de Janeiro – a 
generation has passed and the next has taken 
over, but young people are still not an integral part 
of our common struggle. you must realize that it is 
not enough to live up to your obligations, you must 
enable us – the next generation – to live up to ours.

indeed, how can we call any development ‘sustain-
able’ if it does not engage the next generation?
Climate change and sustainable development is 
your task, yes – but it will also be our task – and 
the task of the next generation and the next, and 
the next.

Make ‘engaging the next generation’ a criterion for 
the european green Capital now. 

Don’t you see? that is what is missing – and it 
shouldn’t be.

we cannot call any development ‘sustainable’ if it doesn’t engage the next generation. 
that is the central message of the following speech, which was delivered at the 

offICIAL EUroPEAN grEEN CAPITAL hANDovEr CErEmoNy 8 December, during 
the green Capital Days, Copenhagen 2014. 

 
four children representing the city of Malmö, Brussels, Bristol and Copenhagen gave 

the speech on behalf of the whole group of 55 participants from ThE  
ChILDrEN’S CLImATE SUmmIT. all participants contributed to the speech, which was 

collected and written by speechwriter rune kier (www.runekier.dk)

ENGAGING THE NEXT GENERATION SPEECH



Blooming Motivations – from the exhibition:  
Practical examples of education for sustainable  

development in the region of Oresund. 

grEEN CAPITAL DAyS, DECEmbEr  8Th-9Th  
CoPENhAgEN 2014. 



mAlmø   
 
ebba Jammeh · Participant 

alice Skrgic · Participant 

Claudia Matkowska · Participant 

lykke Vinquist · Participant 

Maya Carlsson · Participant 
rebecka rajic · Participant 
ali  almindlawy · Participant 
aliyah Bergström · Participant 

edon Shosha · Participant 
hevi hama amin · Participant 

Samir huseini · Participant 

Maud wall · Teacher

Marcus  gruszow · Teacher

  

COPENHAGEN 
 
Siw rønne appel · Participant

nana haislund hansen · Participant 
natalia Paez de la rosa · Participant 
klara emilie Møller larsen · Participant 
asger lange · Participant 
theo rønne appel · Participant 
rasmus engelhardt lund · Participant 
Markus gerner van Deurs · Participant 
Sine keller Madsen · Participant 
emilie thuehøj  Sørensen · Participant 
Julie Skjoldan · Participant 
emma Brag · Participant 
Victor felix Johnson · Participant 
Sawsan Zaabalawi · Participant 
  

bRISTOl   
 
Saynab Sharif · Participant 
heena ahmed · Participant 
hawa herse · Participant 
Callum haines · Participant 
abdisalan ali Mohamed · Participant 
abdirahman adam · Participant 
nishan Singh · Participant 
Bradley allen ross · Participant 
Marlon Bass · Participant 
rondene Vassal · Participant 
James gibson · Participant 
tyffani Parrot · Participant 
David robert kinder · Participant 
Connor Paul roberts · Participant 
georgina Salvage · Participant 
gill kelly · Trip leader 
Mark Curtis · Teacher

elliot lamb · Teacher

  

bRuSSElS 

Charlotte Marissal · Participant 
elizabeth fihl Vetting · Participant 
ida Zilmer-Johns · Participant 
Johanna koefoed Quinn · Participant 
Jonas ilmari Balsby · Participant 
Marc wandel-Petersen · Participant 
Mia ekstrøm hansen · Participant 
natascha lena gray Borchmann  
· Participant 
raphaël Bostaji · Participant 
rebecca learie · Participant 
rosalina Dionelis · Participant 
Sophia inge Soewarta · Participant 
yasmine loft  · Participant 
Zeline Vega · Participant 
regin Pindstrup · Teacher

PlANNING TEAm

amalie fudim Villesen · Project manager

ane rottbøll Jørgensen · Project coordinator

linnea uppsäll · Project coordinator

Märta Bergkvist · Project coordinator

helen Ceplitis · Project coordinator

eric roupe · Project coordinator

iman Mehdi · Project assistant

Janie ravholt knudsen · Project assistant

Synnøve kjærland (ConCito ) 
 · Project partner

fACILITATorS

Dianna isabella guyard · Facilitator

emma Slebsager · Facilitator

eva theil · Facilitator

lea Backes · Facilitator

Marie førby · Facilitator

Martha nørgaard · Facilitator

Mitzie alexandra Saunders · Facilitator

thor undebjerg · Facilitator

  
 

PArTICIPANTS

bElGIum

SwEdEN

dENmARk

ENGlANd



the ChilDren’S CliMate SuMMit

Part of the CliMate aMBaSSaDor eDuCation

ÖreSunDSklaSSruMMet

the DePartMent for SuStainaBle DeVeloPMent

City of CoPenhagen

DenMark

tel.:  +45 33 66 40 90

e-Mail: kliMaaMBaS@Buf.kk.Dk

oreSunDSklaSSruMMet.eu

How can we call any development 
‘sustainable’ if it does not engage 

the next generation?


